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FASCINATION JAPAN: MONET. VAN GOGH.
KLIMT.
10 October 2018 – 20 January 2019
Curator: Evelyn Benesch

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EuDYiAmBT1Ajpb9y2NSQqwB_UBtikytZBDRf4M8IOW5xQ?e=0JxwwZ

The autumn exhibition in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien is devoted to “Japomanie” – the West’s
passion for the aesthetics and world of images of the Far East. The exhibition traces its development,
starting with the fascination for the exotic and the new and the first stirrings in the 1860s to long after the
turn of the century, to its amalgamation into the form vocabulary of Western painting and the influence of
its aesthetics on the development of modernism around 1900.
After Japan opened up to the West in 1854, the elegant and exotic aesthetics of the everyday utensils
and most of all the fantastical and richly narrative ukiyo-e – the colour woodcuts – had been invading the
European market and fulfilling the public’s passion for unknown culture and a new vision of aesthetics.
Artists were in the forefront, collecting and integrating the extraordinary form vocabulary of the ukiyo-e
and their astonishing themes and motifs into their visual imagery. Monet, Manet, Van Gogh and Degas
were the first, followed by the younger artists – Toulouse-Lautrec, Bonnard, Vuillard, Vallotton, also Marc
and Kandinsky, to name only the most important. Launching out from Paris, Japomanie conquered the
whole of Europe, and in Vienna the aesthetics of the Far East inspired such artists as Gustav Klimt and
Josef Hoffmann.
More than 150 exhibits illustrate how the ideas from the Far East evolved into a new language of forms
that heralded the approaching modernism of the twentieth century – in which the trends towards
abstraction, towards breaking loose from the conventional pictorial space, took their own autonomous
development.
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Contemporary reflections on the motif of the teahouse conceived especially for the exhibition by Austrian
artists Margot Pilz, Eva Schlegel and Stephanie Pflaum contravene the patriarchal bent of Japan’s
historical culture.
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FLYING HIGH: WOMEN ARTISTS OF ART BRUT
15 February – 23 June 2019
Curators: Ingried Brugger (Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien) & Hannah Rieger

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EiL2eP_VPFHjAkKHs_G4voBW2PQfuOwwVAe3AnJq9E5HA?e=KtBy1d

The discourse on Art Brut has gained extra dimensions in recent years. The term Art Brut now goes
beyond an exclusive focus on works from psychiatric institutions and today also encompasses
“mediumistic” artists (i.e., steered by a spirit), so-called “lone wolves”, and works by artists with disabilities.
Historical barriers between Art Brut and “high” art seem to be rapidly breaking down, aesthetic criteria are
gaining in relevance over diagnostic interest and the artists’ “eccentricity”; what has been hidden or
marginalised until now is being washed to the surface. For more than a decade, Art Brut museums have
been mushrooming all over the world. Over and above this, Art Brut is being shifted more and more into
the spotlight of the international art public.
More interest is also being given to women’s art
The corresponding contributions to biennials and a kind of market mania are manifestations of this, also
on the female side of Art Brut.
A history of women’s art is always closely interwoven with the history of emancipation, and in the case of
Art Brut the constellation is all the more precarious. For decades, exclusively male discoverers and
propagandists of the genre – psychiatrists and artists – have addressed the work of creative women
patients in a way that can only be described as a process of elimination. In the groundbreaking book “Die
Bildnerei der Geisteskranken” (The Plastic Activity of the Mentally Ill) by the Heidelberg art historian and
psychiatrist Hans Prinzhorn (1922), the chapter planned for the outstanding Else Blankenhorn was
sacrificed to “the demands of budgetary cuts”. It was not until 2004 that the Prinzhorn Collection was
reviewed from the perspective of gender-specific differences.
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Also with regard to the “Haus der Künstler” (Artists’ House) in Gugging, everything revolved around a
purely male department. It was only recently that occasional women artists were discovered from the era
of Leo Navratil. However, Jean Dubuffet, the founder of the term “Art Brut”, did actually promote one
woman artist: Aloïse Corbaz.
For the first time, the exhibition in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien is presenting a comprehensive show
of the women artists of Art Brut, in all their diversity, their international relevance, their historical and
contemporary dimension.
Because, as is valid everywhere and in art as well: only what can be seen, exists.
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PIERRE BONNARD: THE COLOUR OF MEMORY
10 October 2019 – 10 January 2020
Curators: Evelyn Benesch (Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien) & Matthew Gale (Tate, London)
The exhibition is being organised in cooperation with the Tate London and the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek,
Copenhagen.

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/Emvj2RqSg9KtMpK_KBQ6nwBZLGlbyz3H4XIaXQPIKRB2g?e=yZW8t0

In autumn and winter 2019/20 the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien is showing the first comprehensive
retrospective in Austria devoted to the work of Pierre Bonnard (1887–1947). The exhibition concentrates
on Bonnard’s mature work – which began after his first visit to the Côte d’Azur in 1909 – and the profound
experience of Mediterranean light. Previously, Bonnard had lived mostly in Paris and Central France; now
his palette changed, and the stark, refulgent colours characterised his paintings right through to his late
work.
Bonnard’s multifaceted and constantly surprising work will be presented in numerous loans from
international museums, including the Tate London, the New York Metropolitan Museum, the National
Gallery in Washington, the Musée d’Orsay in Paris and the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek in Copenhagen, also
several from renowned private collections.
The exhibition revolves around colour as the artist’s pivotal means of expression and composition.
Bonnard develops and models not only moods but also spaces, entire compositions by means of colour
chords and dissonances, the oppositions and interplay of warm and cooler tones. But the subtle blend
and contrast of colour values is only one of the vehicles used by Bonnard to question the harmony of
nature. His play with spatial blurring or “gaps” in staging his dramatis personae is just as subtle – time and
again he seeks – as he himself formulated – to transcend nature through art.
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This mysterious artist – shortly after his death in the mid-twentieth century he was still being classified as
representative of a superficial harmony and as a “harmless” chronicler of an haute-bourgeois everyday
lifestyle – never questioned the representationalism remote from the development of all the “isms” of the
early century, and cultivated his own style of “another Modernism”, associated finally with French NeoClassicism. Bonnard never ceased to cultivate his image as an outsider who avoided artists’ groups,
and was also seen as such by the public. This exhibition will revise the public’s view of him and his place
in the context of the age he lived in: friendships with Vuillard and Matisse, the artistic confrontation with
his contemporaries and not least his reactions to current political affairs of the age – never considered as
yet – shift Bonnard into an contemporary context and show him to be an artist touching the nerve of the
twentieth century .
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GERHARD RICHTER: LANDSCAPE
14 October 2020 – 24 January 2021
Curators: Hubertus Butin (freelance curator, Berlin) & Lisa Ortner-Kreil (Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien)

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/Erhm6cbe9
xZMmDzxfzM7K2sBaT1ZZK9AZL3dFMIqv9zz9Q?e=24JFks

The Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien is devoting its major autumn exhibition in 2020 to an artist who until
now has been an all too infrequent guest in the Austrian capital: Gerhard Richter (born in 1932 in Dresden).
The German artist, renowned as the most important living painter in the world, will be showing a
comprehensive retrospective of his landscapes in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien. “Yearning” and “the
dream of classical order and a ‘heile Welt’ (a perfect or ‘sound’ world’) – in general the classic motivations
for an artistic approach to the landscape in the tradition of German Romanticism – have since 1963 also
provided impetus for Gerhard Richter to devote himself consistently to this genre.
Nevertheless, Richter’s landscapes are also critical reflections on the lost potentials of painting and on the
interfaces between it and photography. In addition, the landscape led Gerhard Richter in the 1960s and
1970s to develop his abstract painting in the form of mountain and park pictures, and, since the 1980s,
towards the overpainting of his paintings and photographs. The exhibition in the Bank Austria Kunstforum
Wien will include around a hundred exhibits, spanning an arc that starts out from the paintings and covers
printed graphics, drawings, photographs and artists’ books, also three-dimensional superimpositions.
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THEAN CHIE CHAN: UNFASSBAR UMRISSEN.
UNGRASPABLY OUTLINED
8 November 2018 – 13 January 2019
Curator: Ingried Brugger

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EuJxr8gy
MKlDm8DSPytQu_AB_51JNC8xDAcHTGo7xfNbOQ?e=NgLMP8

For Thean Chie Chan painting creates identity. Here, on paper and canvas, Thean Chie Chan’s dilemma
is resolved: the reciprocally contradicting elements that are inherent in his biography and character, the
ambivalent and the unspoken, the sharply outlined and the ungraspable.
The decisive element in Thean Chie Chan’s images is based on their well-nigh uncanny logic. This mainly
lies in the fact that he subjects his eccentricity to the cool calculation of the intellectually reflecting artist
and vice versa. Thean Chie Chan’s clearly defined compositions also possess something bottomless, an
energy that seeks to entice the observer to venture behind the world of motifs.
It is a world of motifs concentrated on the human face. Disembodied, single or in a staccato-type parade,
held by ornaments and tendrils, or left solitary in the merciless monotony of the paint surface, these faces
are parts of the drama of “Being-Human”, occasionally monstrous in effect, yet sometimes becalmed and
contained.
Thean Chie Chan was born in 1972 in Penang, Malaysia. He studied at the Vienna University of Applied
Arts in the master class of Christian Ludwig Attersee. He lives and works in Vienna.
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COLLECTED #8: IMAGES OF WOMEN?
GREAT WORKS BY WOMEN FROM THE
UNICREDIT BANK AUSTRIA ART COLLECTION
21 February – 31 March 2019
Curator: Veronika Rudorfer

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EvBRU0ozB
ZdKrM1_gGfFjoEBdaSINxBPwYbPELjDLUCs_w?e=bYcCfD

One of the hot topics being discussed at present is about the representation of the female body in art.
Time and again the criticism of sexualised images is loudly voiced in art institutions. And it is noticeable
that the male perspective – whether that of the artist or of the observer – generally hugs the spotlight.
Artists who portray women and thus create images of women remote from the regimen of a maledominated perspective are almost completely left out of the (media-based) discussions.
In the tresor in the Bank Austria Kunstfourm Wien, the eighth edition of the exhibition format “collected”
presents selected great works by women from the UniCredit Bank Austria art collection. Through the
media of photography, collage, painting and drawing the artists analyse the objectification of the female
body, the normativity of concepts like “beauty”, and socially determined, supposedly typical female role
assignments, thus casting an individual light onto “woman” and forms of femaleness.
Artists:
VALIE EXPORT
Martha Jungwirth
Birgit Jürgenssen
Kiki Kogelnik
Friederike Pezold
Eva Schlegel
Gabi Trinkaus
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CHRISTIAN KOSMAS MAYER X FOTOGRAFIS
11 April – 16 June 2019
Curators: Christian Kosmas Mayer and Veronika Rudorfer (Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien)

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EvXJkrPcaK
BJnpvivTX_soQBlUm9_-G_poCAFKsev78y2w?e=ixfghy

The FOTOGRAFIS Collection is assuming a special place within the UniCredit Bank Austria art collection.
Starting its activities in 1976, it treated photography as an artistic and creative medium and developed a
representative cross-section of the history of international photography. The key formations of artistic
photography – from the cradle years of the medium in the 1840s through to the 1980s – are compiled in
the FOTOFGRAFIS Collection.
The artist Christian Kosmas Mayer slips into the role of curator for the exhibition “Christian Kosmas Mayer
x FOTOGRAFIS”, and in the setting of the tresor in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien produces an
individual narrative of the photographic medium – characterised through new forms of presentation and
critical response to photography.
Christian Kosmas Mayer, was born in 1976 in Sigmaringen, studied at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts,
lives and works in Vienna.
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ALFREDO BARSUGLIA
11 November 2019 – 12 January 2020
Curator: Lisa Ortner-Kreil

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EiHjjCPhw
UVAsFP09pmRh5ABzbtJ5n2o3wIY9x88KcL2sA?e=JmkfCk

The Austrian artist Alfredo Barsuglia (born in Graz in 1980, lives and works in Vienna) will be telling a story
in autumn 2019 in the tresor in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien into which the public can enter not only
in their minds, but also physically. In the exhibition room Barsuglia shows a scene located in the public
space: the location is an urban street in the here and now. Simultaneously witness, voyeur and invader,
the public finds itself confronted with various human interrelationships and happenings. Poised
somewhere between Alfred Hitchcock’s “Rear Window” and an augmented reality game, Barsuglia’s
multimedia installation blurs the borders between inside and outside, beginning and end, dream and
reality, myself and the other. If you ever dreamed as a child of climbing into the television to find the world
behind the screen, you’ll get your chance here!
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WANG HUANGSHENG
1 August – 3. August 2018
Special exhibition by BELL ART in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EkSHbPLLe
xVNoHBEluFLOWMBHDjlnxQs3HKuPw3lI9IVxg?e=oxcYur

Wang Huangsheng, born in China, is an artist, curator and educationalist. He lives at present in Beijing.
Wang is renowned for his pen-and-black-ink painting and for his installations. A short time ago the art
exhibition “Wang Huangsheng: Boundary/Space“ was held in the Beijing Minsheng Art Museum (2017)
and Guanzhou Art Museum (2018). Wang is one of China’s foremost artists and a specialist in Chinese
contemporary art. The exhibition presents a retrospective of Wang’s latest artworks. As curator of
“Boundary/Space”, Wu Hong commented: “The creative experiments of Wang Huangsheng are full of the
exploration of boundaries and space and the scepticism about them. While the traditional definition of
‘boundaries’ is literally bound to the line of separation, Wang Huangsheng’s line pictures and installations
rupture this idea in order to manifest new possibilities for the interaction between line and space, and thus
act as expression of contemporaneity in the visual arts.”
Wang is renowned both for his pen-and-ink painting and his installations. His artworks are collected and
acclaimed by the Victoria & Albert Museum, the British Museum, the Uffizi, the Mantua Museum, the
Ashmolean Museum, the Hoffmann Sammlung, the National Art Museum of China, the CAFA Art Museum,
the Guangdong Museum, the Suzhou Museum, etc. In addition, Wang Huangsheng was director of the
Guangdong Art Museum from 2000 to 2009, and director of the CAFA Art Museum from 2009 to 2017.
He founded and organised the Guangzhou Triennial, the Guangzhou Photograph Biennial, the “CAFAM
Biennale”, the exhibition “CAFAM · Future“ and the Beijing Photograph Biennial. Wang Huangsheng is
also professor at the Chinese Central Academy of Fine Arts, doctorate supervisor and professor at the
University of Heidelberg, the Guangzhou Academy of Art, Nanjing University of the Arts and the South
China University of Education.
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ZHOU SHAOHUA
16 August – 23 September 2018
Special exhibition by BELL ART in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/EjwIcZKAPX
JEtfCCKLQ4knUBPiV9Ffoe5ANtFWp0P3vCjw?e=47XG20

Zhou Shaohua (born in 1929 in Shandong) is a well-known Chinese painter and art critic. He completed
his art studies in 1950 at the university. Since then he has worked and lived in Hubei, China. Zhou Shaohua
is a guest professor in eight academies of art in China. He has put on more than eighty solo exhibitions all
over the world.
Zhou Shaohua works primarily in traditional Chinese pen-and-ink painting. He is an unparalleled artist who
has found his own individual style. He focuses on the transformation of Chinese pen-and-ink painting
evolving from the traditional to the modern form.
Zhou Schaohua applies European painting techniques to Chinese painting. He links Chinese point-line
technique to Western surface-area technique, Chinese black ink to the Western concept of colour, the
Chinese pictorial structure to Western ideas of composition. We see in his work a blend of Chinese and
Western art. Critics in the West call his style “new Oriental Symbolism”.
The exhibition presents a comprehensive retrospective on the artistic oeuvre of Zhou Shaohua during the
last thirty years. It also shows the development of Chinese pen-and-ink painting against the new historical
and social background since the 1980s and 1990s.
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KAIROS. THE RIGHT MOMENT.
WOLFGANG BELTRACCHI AND MAURO FIORESE
3 September – 22 September 2019
A project by Christian Zott in the Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien
Curator: Andreas Klement
Scientific advisors: Rainer Metzger and Sergei Mariev

For further information on the exhibition http://www.kairos-exhibition.art and
http://www.zottartspace.com.

Images and credits are available for publishing free of charge as part of editorial
reportage in the Image Database for downloading: https://leisuremy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/akhaelss_leisure_onmicrosoft_com/Ep4Pv3okss
BHr4sHjxbpbywB3cUo6rWFKZPx1ytzzs6FcA?e=MMDuFY

What if we could not see everything that was created? Or what if the artists hadn’t created everything that
we want to see? This question is addressed by art sponsor Christian Zott’s exhibition “KAIROS. The Right
Moment”, which runs from 3 to 22 September 2019 in the Bank Austria Kunstforum. Paintings by
Wolfgang Beltracchi (born 1951), the master of artistic styles, and photographs by Mauro Fioresi (1970 –
2016), one of the most highly appraised photographers on the international scene, are juxtaposed to each
other. Together they show the lacunae in our view of art.
With his award-winning series “Treasure Rooms”, the photographer Mauro Fiorese allows us to see into
the archives and depots of major museums, where the major part of the art produced in the last millennia
has been preserved. Only about ten percent of collections are on display in exhibitions, the rest stays in
the archives or the depot. The Italian’s work makes us aware that we actually only have access to a small,
selected part of our cultural heritage in forming our perception of art.
While Fiorese’s photographs spotlight the unseen works, Wolfgang Beltracchi throws light on art that
never existed. He paints historically significant motifs in the modes of style-defining artists from 2,000
years of European art. From classical antiquity to Modernism, Roman fresco painters, or artists of the
twentieth century; the voyage of HMS Beagle with Charles Darwin on board, Martin Luther struck by
lightning, the murder of Rosa Luxemburg, and many other cataclysmic moments are encountered for the
first time in the style of the masters of their age. Beltracchi’s paintings thus take us on a time trip through
the history of art.
Christian Zott uses the latest options in art communication, such as an app with augmented reality
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function, making the exhibition a multifaceted experience.
The artists:
Wolfgang Beltracchi was born as Wolfgang Fischer in 1951, the son of a church painter. Already in his
young years he assisted his father hands-on, immersed himself into the latter’s work and also delved
deeply into books about art. Thus with playful ease he set up the basis for his profound understanding of
art and his extraordinary skill as a craftsman, with which he was to baffle – and also hoodwink – the art
world.
The works of the photographer Mauro Fiorese (1970–2016) brought him international acclaim. They were
shown in such institutions the Bibliothèque Nationale de France in Paris, the Museum of Fine Art in
Houston and the Museo die Fotografia Contemporanea in Milan. At the beginning of 2016, the World
Economic Forum in Davos distinguished him with an award designating him one of the most socially
engaged and important artists in the world.
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